Department of Management, SRIMCA, organized an expert session on ‘How to Overcome Obstacles in Success’ for final year MBA students by Mr. Victor Kannan from USA through video conferencing on 8th April 2015. Dr. Surendra Agrawal and Mr. Vinay Madrashi were the main facilitators of the program. Dr. Prashant Joshi, Professor & Head, Department of Management welcomed the gathering and introduced the expert speaker. He discussed the importance of such sessions in bringing global knowledge to the classroom and making the participants competitive through interactions with top professionals in the world.

Mr. Kannan, Chief Financial Officer, has held top notch positions in numerous corporates in the USA and other countries. He started the session with ‘what is success? How an individual can bring success in their life? Why an individual needs success? When can an individual be successful in life?

He explained that aptitude test and psychometric test help to identify uniqueness in us like, physical, mental, personality, etc.

Mr. Kannan suggested eight elements of success viz., passion, work, attitude, focus, serve, ideas, persistence and pushing yourself. To start from any one element and practice it daily helps in getting success. He motivated the students saying that obstacles are nothing but lack of discipline, lack of clarity and lack of concentration through which student can learn new things.

The informative session was attended by 68 students of final year MBA of Department of Management who benefited a lot. The team wishes to arrange many such sessions in future by drawing various experts and their expertise from various parts of the world.
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